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THE INFIDEL (Cert 15)(Cert 15)(Cert 15)(Cert 15)    
Overview:    Contemporary comic treatment of the Contemporary comic treatment of the Contemporary comic treatment of the Contemporary comic treatment of the 

ancient enmity between Jew and Muslim, and how ancient enmity between Jew and Muslim, and how ancient enmity between Jew and Muslim, and how ancient enmity between Jew and Muslim, and how 

two men overcome it...almost. two men overcome it...almost. two men overcome it...almost. two men overcome it...almost.     

    

Reel Issues writer: Clive Price Clive Price Clive Price Clive Price    

Director:    Josh AppignanesiJosh AppignanesiJosh AppignanesiJosh Appignanesi    (20(20(20(2011110000))))    

Produced by: Revolver EntertainmentProduced by: Revolver EntertainmentProduced by: Revolver EntertainmentProduced by: Revolver Entertainment    

Running time:    1 hr 40 minutes 1 hr 40 minutes 1 hr 40 minutes 1 hr 40 minutes Caution:    Strong Strong Strong Strong 

language throughout.language throughout.language throughout.language throughout.    

SUMMARY OF PLOT  

Award-winning British–Iranian actor/comedian Omid 

Djalili plays the part of loving husband and doting 

father Mahmud. Islam is the soundtrack for his family 

life, but he’s not a fully committed player. He floats 

along on more of an ‘easy listening’ approach to faith, 

a fondness for 80s ‘new romantic’ pop, a way of 

embarrassing his family with his bad language, and a 

habit of teaching his young daughter jihad battle 

cries.  

Two major stumbling blocks suddenly descend onto 

his laidback lifestyle. The first is the discovery that his 

older son is planning to marry the stepdaughter of 

Islamic fundamentalist preacher Arshad El Masri (Yigal 

Naor) – who few people seem to like. The second is 

more foundational. Mahmud finds out he was really 

adopted. And his birth parents were Jews. His original 

first name was ‘Solly’, short for Solomon. His surname 

was Shimshillewitz. 

This identity crisis compels Mahmud to connect with 

his Jewishness. He gets to know a Jewish taxi driver 

called Lenny (Richard Schiff). They start off as enemies 

and end up as friends. Lenny sets him on a crash 

course in Yiddish culture so he can get access to his 

birth father in a rest home. Lenny takes him to a bar 

mitzvah. Mahmud tells a funny story at the party and 

earns their immediate acceptance. But after all his 

efforts, Mahmud is still told by a rabbi that he cannot 

meet his birth father, who eventually dies. 

However, this personal journey leads to a major 

incident in the community. To help his son’s bid to 

marry, Mahmud tries to impress the fundamentalist 

stepfather – but ends up revealing his true identity to 

everyone. All seems lost. His son cannot marry, and he 

is ostracised by both Jew and Muslim. But a plan 

forms as he studies both the Qu’ran and the Old 

Testament.  

Mahmud infiltrates a public meeting led by Arshad El 

Masri – where he exposes him as a failed 80s pop star 

who is now making money from his preaching. 

Balance is restored, the marriage can go ahead, and 

Mahmud comes to terms with his origins, yet remains 

a Muslim – with a Jewish friend. 

SOME KEY ISSUES 

Personal identity: whPersonal identity: whPersonal identity: whPersonal identity: who do you think you are?o do you think you are?o do you think you are?o do you think you are?    

Religion has always been intertwined with race. Jews 

originate from Israel. Historically, Muslims come from 

Arabic and eastern nations. Christians have roots in 

Europe. But a bit of diaspora makes all the difference. 

Lenny the taxi driver says in London alone there are 

different types of Jews – the Hampstead liberal 

intellectual Jew, the Hendon orthodox lawyer Jew, and 

what he bluntly describes as ‘scum of kosher scum’, 

the Essex Jews. The world’s boundaries and borders are 

broken down in The Infidel. On their journey together, 

Mahmud and Lenny show how this sense of identity – 

both cultural and spiritual – remains powerful among 

faith communities, wherever they are located in the 

world.  
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Religious division:Religious division:Religious division:Religious division: who do you think you’re fighting?who do you think you’re fighting?who do you think you’re fighting?who do you think you’re fighting? 

With this strong feeling of identity comes the potential 

for aggression. The Infidel presents us with an 

entertaining and enlightening version of the age-old 

enmity between Jew and Muslim. A microcosmic 

display of the Middle East conflict takes place on 

Lenny’s own doorstep as Mahmud battles it out with 

him over parking issues. ‘I like that spot,’ says Lenny, ‘I 

always park there.’ To which Mahmud replies, ‘Oh, 

yeah, yeah, I see it now. A bit like the occupied 

territories, isn't it?’ Even their names have an epic 

quality – Mahmud shares the same root as 

Muhammad and Lenny means ‘lion’ or ‘brave’. So with 

much humour, the movie shows us not only the reality 

but also the futility of this ancient battle – outplayed 

on a doorstep, in a London street.  

    

CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity life: life: life: life: who do you think your neighbours who do you think your neighbours who do you think your neighbours who do you think your neighbours 

are?are?are?are?    

Hostility turns into hospitality, as Mahmud and Lenny 

experience the possibility of friendship across their 

religious and racial boundaries. Both men get a taste 

of a completely different community – Mahmud 

attends a Jewish bar mitzvah and Lenny attends a 

Muslim wedding. Although the languages and styles 

of dress are alien, the key activity is not – both 

communities like to dance. This is a core message, 

which can be easily overlooked in the comedy of the 

moment. Why not dance our way to unity? Some 

comments also reveal what it is like to be a Muslim in 

21st century Britain. ‘Isn’t it enough that you and I put 

on a rucksack,’ Mahmud tells his son, ‘and we get a 

whole (expletive) tube carriage to ourselves?’ 

DefeDefeDefeDefective leaders: who do you think you’re following?ctive leaders: who do you think you’re following?ctive leaders: who do you think you’re following?ctive leaders: who do you think you’re following?    

Another common experience for Mahmud and Lenny is 

disappointment with fellow believers – particularly 

trusted leaders offering points of engagement with the 

divine. For Mahmud, it is the fiery Islamic preacher 

whom he exposes as a fraud. For Lenny, it is the 

stubborn rabbi who refuses to do the decent human 

thing of allowing Mahmud to meet his birth father 

before he dies. The Infidel hints at the need for 

families and individuals to question their leaders, not 

just blindly accept whatever they say. 

    

CLIPS AND IDEAS FOR RESPONDING 

Clip 1: DVD scene 3. Runs 12.03 

minutes to 15.44 minutes (approx. 3 

and a half minutes in length). 

Who do you think you are? In one of the key pivotal 

moments of the film, Mahmud tries literally to wrestle 

the truth of his origins from an official. Rather than go 

through another lengthy process to find out the 

details, he grabs the documents himself and discovers 

his Jewish roots. The scene draws to a close as he is 

dragged off by a security guard – and he hears a 

gospel choir outside singing, ‘he came from the 

glorious kingdom’. It is both comical and confusing. To 

which kingdom does Mahmud belong?  

In pairs:In pairs:In pairs:In pairs:    

• Considering Mahmud’s quest is a profound and 

important one, how else could the official have 

responded? Why does it seem such deep personal 

needs are often overlooked by authority figures? 

How could that change? 

• The hilarity draws out the seriousness of Mahmud’s 

request. Do you think attitudes towards adoption 

have changed or remain the same? What do people 

feel generally about this issue? How should we 

deal pastorally with people like Mahmud, seeking 

out their birth parents? 
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• The scene ends with a gospel choir. So what does 

the Christian gospel have to say about Mahmud’s 

search for identity? Is there any advice we could 

give him, if we had the opportunity? Come up with 

the gist of an e-mail to Mahmud, as if helping him 

in his quest.  

Clip 2 DVD scene 5. Runs 27.33 

minutes to 30.35 minutes (approx. 3 

minutes in length). 

Who do you think you’re fighting? Here is the epic 

confrontation between Mahmud and Lenny. And it’s 

all about where Lenny parks his cab. Mahmud tells the 

truth about his origins, and Lenny reveals the possible 

identity of his birth father, who used to live in the 

neighbourhood. ‘What happened to that famed 

Islamic politeness?’ asks Lenny, when Mahmud orders 

him to move his car. Lenny moves it when he finds out 

Mahmud is really a Jew. ‘Welcome to the worldwide 

conspiracy,’ he adds. 

Whole group:Whole group:Whole group:Whole group:    

• Do we accept there will always be religious 

division? Or can we do something about it, even at 

local level? What is the common ground between 

Muslims, Jews and Christians? Draw up three 

columns on a flipchart or whiteboard and ask 

people to speak out what they see as the main 

beliefs of each world faith, then start to link ideas 

that appear to be common across them all. How 

many can you find? (Short summaries of each faith 

can be found on sites such as 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/) 

• It has become popular to demonise Islam. Instead 

of shrinking back in fear, can we learn any lessons 

from Muslims?  

 

• How can we help Muslims and Jews to be even 

better accepted in the wider community?  

Clip 3: DVD scene 7. Runs 44.00 

minutes to 47.50 minutes (approx. 4 

minutes).  

Who do you think your neighbours are? When Lenny 

takes Mahmud to a bar mitzvah, all goes well until a 

couple of women try to persuade Mahmud to sign a 

petition against the British media’s treatment of Israel. 

He clearly doesn’t agree, but has to maintain his act.  

In pairs:In pairs:In pairs:In pairs:    

• Can you think of any situations where the most 

unlikely characters turn out to be allies?  

• Mahmud and Lenny themselves achieve a new 

level of maturity at a bar mitzvah. What coming-of-

age ceremonies do we have in the Christian 

community? Can we create our own? 

• Have you ever experienced an event in a 

completely different community from your own? 

What was it like? What did you learn? Think of one 

you can deliver in a storytelling fashion. Present it 

to the rest of the group when you come back 

together. 

Clip 4: DVD scene 14. Runs 1 hr 27.20 

minutes to 1 hr 31.20 minutes 

(approx. 4 minutes).  

Who do you think you’re following? Mahmud finally 

sets the record straight with a showdown at a Muslim 

rally. He stands up against a bogus cleric and shows 

how he has read the Qu’ran and the Jewish Old 

Testament for himself – and found out a few truths. 

Mahmud says both traditions have their own version 

of the Lord’s Prayer, and that Moses’ name for God 
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was Ehyeh, which he feels is similar enough to Allah. 

‘It’s the same God,’ he claims. 

Whole group:Whole group:Whole group:Whole group:    

• Is Mahmud correct? Is the Judeo-Christian God the 

same as the Muslim God?   

• What can we say to people turned off the Church 

by insensitive – and maybe even immoral – 

religious leaders? Or by the behaviour of its 

‘ordinary’ members? What hope is there? 

• How should we keep both leaders and members 

accountable?   

GOD’S STORY 

PPPPersonal identityersonal identityersonal identityersonal identity    

The world is confused about identity. Do we base it on 

religion or race, or both – or something else? Made in 

God’s image, we’re all valued, whatever our race, 

colour or creed (Genesis 1.26–31). Yet God has set us 

in nations (Deuteronomy 32.8, Acts 17.26). He 

established special places, predominantly Jerusalem 

(Ezekiel 5.5). All this points to a greater reality, a new 

kingdom (Luke 17.20, 21). God is the ultimate 

sovereign (Daniel 4.32). 

Mahmud realises the search for self is not everything. 

‘I’ve been trying so hard to find myself, I forgot myself,’ 

he confesses. ‘I forgot who I am – a husband and 

father.’ From the Bible’s perspective, what is our real 

identity? How can we live in the light of it? 

Read Psalm 139.13Read Psalm 139.13Read Psalm 139.13Read Psalm 139.13––––18; Ephesians 1.318; Ephesians 1.318; Ephesians 1.318; Ephesians 1.3––––14.14.14.14.    

 

Religious division Religious division Religious division Religious division     

Across the globe, communities are torn apart because, 

we are told, of religion and race. It seems it has been 

so since the beginning. But does that mean we just 

accept that’s the way it is? Or can we start to bridge 

some gaps? Scripture offers a greater vision of a 

heavenly culture where everyone is included, whatever 

their background (Galatians 3.27–29). We’re called to 

taste that now, as a rehearsal for reality (Revelation 

7.9,10). There is even mention of a plan to unite old 

enemies as a blessing to the world (Isaiah 19.23–25).   

Mahmud and Lenny have their differences, but they try 

to understand and find common ground. Mahmud 

even gets to the point where he is no longer ashamed 

of his Jewish roots. What kind of response is 

recommended in the Old Testament – particularly 

thinking of so many different nationalities finding a 

new home in Britain? And what does Jesus want to 

happen within us now? 

Read Exodus 22.21; John 17.20Read Exodus 22.21; John 17.20Read Exodus 22.21; John 17.20Read Exodus 22.21; John 17.20––––23.23.23.23.    

    

Community lifeCommunity lifeCommunity lifeCommunity life    

How we treat our neighbour is almost at the top of the 

agenda of the Bible’s priorities. It’s pipped at the post 

by the all-important commandment to love God (Mark 

12.30–32). In fact, Scripture goes as far to say that 

loving each other actually fulfils the law (Romans 

13.8–10). Reflect on the abundance of scripture texts 

about our attitudes and actions towards our 

neighbour.  

Why is there such an emphasis on loving one another? 

Surely all we need is faith, not good works? Look at 

how Jesus continues to promote this idea of caring for 

others with the story of the Good Samaritan. It would 

have been the last thing to expect – a Samaritan 

helping a Jew. Consider what problems a Samaritan 

could face for helping a Jew. 
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Read Leviticus 19.18; Deuteronomy 5.20Read Leviticus 19.18; Deuteronomy 5.20Read Leviticus 19.18; Deuteronomy 5.20Read Leviticus 19.18; Deuteronomy 5.20––––21; Luke 21; Luke 21; Luke 21; Luke 

10.2510.2510.2510.25––––37373737. 

    

Defective leadersDefective leadersDefective leadersDefective leaders    

Leadership often seems to be in the spotlight. The 

media flows with stories of erroneous evangelists and 

promiscuous pastors. Scripture tells us that God 

appreciates poor leadership even less than we do 

(Zechariah 10.2–4). But a worshipping community can 

only function properly if the right leaders are 

recognised and appreciated (Hebrews 13.16–18).  

When problems occur, could the fault lie on both 

sides? For instance, do we expect too much of 

Christian leaders and church ministers? Do we put 

them on too high a pedestal? If we suspect things are 

starting to go wrong in a congregation, how do we 

challenge ‘the Lord’s anointed’? And what does that 

term mean, anyway?   

Read 1 Samuel 24.10; Hebrews 13.7Read 1 Samuel 24.10; Hebrews 13.7Read 1 Samuel 24.10; Hebrews 13.7Read 1 Samuel 24.10; Hebrews 13.7––––9999    

Clive Price Clive Price Clive Price Clive Price is a writer, editor and lecturer who has 

written about film and TV, and formerly taught media 

production at Chichester College. A qualified 

journalist, he is sub-editor of Bible Society’s Word In 

Action magazine. 
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